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ROBUST
ROTATION
The Ivanhoe Grammar School in Melbourne
is invigorated with not just an outburst
of colours but an unexpected pragmatic
approach to its new building programme.
WORDS MARTIN TEO
PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN GOLLINGS
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he walk around the Melbourne’s
Ivanhoe Grammar Senior Years
and Science Centre is rather a
kaleidoscopic experience. The spin of
dynamically put together timber fins
in a circular formation has a certain appeal that
catches the attention within seconds with a burst
of colours in its centre. A welcoming sensation
and a waft of cheerful spirit encapsulate the
building from the main entrance.
Commissioned to give a new lease of life
to the existing Ivanhoe Grammar School are
Robert McBride and Debbie Ryan of Australiabased architecture firm, McBride Charles Ryan
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(MCR). The firm’s strong portfolio in educational
institution and school designs has been evident
with a number of outstandingly designed schools
including Penleigh & Essendon Grammar Middle
Girls School, Fitzroy High School and Dallas
Brooks Community Primary School.
MCR recently bagged the WAN Colour in
Architecture 2016 Award for the commanding
design of this school. However, the building’s
selling point doesn’t revolve around its colours
but also the configuration that goes beyond its
colourful front.
As an extension to the school, the new brief
was for a new Science and Senior Years Centre.

1. The main entrance
2. From the opposite
corner, black fins
circulate the circular
building, unassuming
of the burst of
vibrant colours
3.Vivid colours contrast
each other, creating
a unique palette on
the facade
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4. Students walk through
the internal courtyard
feeling cheerful and
energetic with the pop of
zesty colours
5. The dynamic extrusions
and protrusions of the
facade showcase a high
level of creativity
by the architect
6. From pink to green, the
colours almost tell a story
of vitality and vigour to
the surrounding areas.

The proforma included a variety of general learning areas, provision
for the senior year teachers and a science centre that will be used
by also the younger students in the school.
HISTORY LESSONS
Ivanhoe Grammar School is a co-educational school established in
Ivanhoe in 1920. Then, a rural setting punctuated by magnificent
red river gums surrounded the Plenty Campus of Ivanhoe Grammar
School. Despite the encroaching suburbs, the school has retained a
character where the native landscape flavour dominates the campus.
At the heart of the campus, the original buildings are set out
in a formal arrangement based on the metaphor of the Town
Square. Subsequent additions to the campus, executed in a
variety of architectural styles, have a looser relationship with this
formal centre.
The circular shaped plan is adopted for the building. It is a shape
that has an appropriate civic quality, which seems to build upon the
schools original masterplan. The circular plan is an alluring one for
architects. Clearly it is a definitive human mark upon the landscape,
and yet its many precendents, from Grounds to Stonehenge to
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indigenous gathering, show that it can, perhaps paradoxically,
coexist with and not disrupt a native landscape.
Rather than adopting a circular or radial pattern dictated by
the shape of the plan, the architects choose to overlay an angular
geometry. This geometry is used to define the central courtyards,
the light wells and a mosaic of learning spaces. It contrasts and
disrupts the building’s circular motif, highlighting key entry points
and providing a distinction between the outer world that is defined as
singular, civic, circular and executed in a muted landscape palate; and
the inner world that is complex, dynamic, expressive and colourful.
CONFIGURED SPACES
The architecture is configured in the most unexpected way.
Commanding a strong yet understated presence, the black steel
framed exterior surfaces with rhythmic fins reflect the surrounding
neighbourhood; creating a harmonious connection between the
existing building and the environment.
In its most complex and expressive state, the main entrance
takes visitors to a whole new journey with a blend of shocking pink,
apple green, turquoise and orange; colour-blocked. The zigzag of
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building orientations including its separate design elements are all put
together in a very playful manner. Offsets from negative spaces give shape
to planters while seating spaces are put designed to complement the crisscross puzzle-like layout plan.
Great consideration has been given to the configuration of the
learning spaces. Some of the key characteristics include the transparency
into and between spaces; a variety of spatial type; interconnectivity and
transitions; multiple functionality; flexibility as well as adaptability of the
learning spaces.
The central courtyard is truly an inviting space to simply ‘breakaway’ from the monotony of classroom-learning. Surrounded by colourful
‘blocks’, the grass patch dotted with colourful seats is considered a happy
place for students. The voids within the internal space also create sufficient
positive and negative areas to allow the premise to build its visual impact.
The spatial quality is clearly defined with unexpected extrusions and
recessed walls.
As one walks away into the classrooms and science labs, the colours
dissolve into muted tones and slowly to white. The lab for instance is
entirely in crisp white with a tiny hint of subtle tones from the exterior fins;
visible from the peripheral windows.
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Staff workstations are peppered throughout the
facility. The lower levels are generally multi-purpose
teaching rooms while the upper floors are predominantly
science focused. Provisions for outdoor informal
gathering of students are also provided throughout the
newly configured complex.
The building floors are reinforced concrete with band
beams supported by concrete and steel columns. The
roof is made up of steel frames. Colorbond Longline
305 Claddings are used for the outer walls while the
inner cladding uses Vitrapanel. The exterior shading
fins are glue laminated Queensland spotted gum.

Windows are aluminium, double-glazed and thermally
broken. High quality acoustic glazed doors are used
between learning spaces to keep noise-levels at a
controlled level.
The contrast so evident in this building’s language
encapsulates the contemporary pedagogical
approaches for a well-rounded education. The classic
circular form represents the order and certainty
of knowledge, while the building’s expressive and
complex inner world represents the uncertainty of
modern life and scientific understanding, and the
necessity of wonder and imagination to see us through.
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McBride Charles Ryan

“Overlaying an angular geometry
contrasts and disrupts the
building’s circular motif, highlighting
key entry points and providing a
distinction between the outer world
and the inner world”

7. Acting also as a
benchtop, the main
staircase also leads you
to the upper floor
8. A glance into the
internal courtyard sees
more colour blocks on the
walls and ceilings
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LIFE OF PI(ET) MONDRIAN
Following the footsteps of Piet Mondrian and accompanying him on a trip along the
cradles of his unique art invites you to look through the eyes of the man who kept
reinventing himself and his work.
WORDS MARTIN TEO / IMAGES MIKE BINK PHOTOGRAPHY

1

1. Illustration the
period in New York
where Mondrian got
rid of the black lines
2. Visitors experience
a kaleidoscopic
experience of light in
primary colours

2

P

iet Mondrian is no stranger to the De Stijl art
movement. His most prominent works consist of lines
and an overlay of primary colours that, until today,
serve as inspirations to fashion houses and artistes all
around the world. His ventures from Netherlands to
Paris, then London and finally New York, where he remained until
his death, witnessed some of his greatest influences in arts and
design, fashion, architecture and cultural references. From Yves
Saint Laurent’s Fall 1965 Mondrian collection to the 17-storey
Parc Mondrian in Singapore, Mondrian has a unique allure that
captivates an instant commanding attention.
In commemoration to Mondrian’s prominent contributions
towards the arts, as well as the 100th anniversary of the De Stijl
art movement, Dutch design studio Tinker imagineers traces the
life of the painter from his birthplace – Netherlands – to New York
where he was laid to perpetual rest.
There are four relevant ‘Mondrian spots’ in the Netherlands:
Winterswijk, where he spent his childhood, Otterlo and The Hague,
where Museum Kröller Muller and the Gemeentemuseum have
the largest and most important Mondrian collections in the world,
and Amersfoort, where he was born. The first three present work
from every phase of the artist’s life, and are eminently placed
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to illustrate the artistic aspects of his story - which they do with
gusto. This presented Amersfoort with the opportunity to focus
on Mondrian’s life. And so, the Mondriaanhuis decided against
a museum-like set-up, but rather to tell his story with the use
of multimedia: modern, interactive, inclusive, and one of its kind.
The leitmotiv in the concept development and production of the
video installations was to tell Mondrian’s life story without words
to a mixed audience.
In March 2017, the renovated Mondriaanhuis (phase 1)
opened its doors to a new audience of culture lovers, tourists,
children, and young people. The curators brought Mondrian’s
birthplace to life, and guide visitors along the cradles of his art
by means of a new interior and two innovative video installations.
To quote Mondrian’s motto in life: “Don’t adapt, create!” The
assignment was for the museum to tell Mondrian’s life story in
a new way, suitable for a broad and international audience. Piet
Mondrian’s formation is the silver thread running through it all.
The child, the pupil, the idealist, and, after a remarkable turn by
the end of his career, the master. Visitors take a trip along the
places where his work was conceived.
“Most people are mainly familiar with his abstract work,
and we wanted to show that his range was much broader.

In addition to the interior design concept, we created two video
installations,” shares the organisers.
The big idea was based on the concept of an empty canvas.
When entering the Mondriaanhuis, you experience a white,
bright space. Along the route through the museum, the canvas
of his life is gradually filled in with stories, his thoughts, his
space. The artistic signposts consist of large, coloured areas
that refer to colours from his entire oeuvre, such as the
dark greens or pinks from his early period. These have been
hand painted in the layered structure that is characteristic
of Mondrian.
The ‘screens’ of the video installations are empty
canvases as well. A frame with black-rimmed, rectangular
planes for the Works installation, and a transparent cube for
the New York installation. Video-mapping is used to project the
picture stories on these extraordinary canvases. A deliberate
decision was made to use a universally understandable audiovisual language, without resorting to text or voice-overs.
Before long, work on the Mondriaanhuis will continue with,
among other things, a trip along the highlights of his Dutch
period, an upgrade of the Parisian studio and DIY studio,
and an intermezzo in London.
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3. A silhouette of
Mondrian in video
installation in New York
4. Mondrian
experimented with lines
and abstract areas

3
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THE WORKS
Mondrian’s paintings, presented one after the other as a musical
picture story, make for a compelling start of the visit.
In a five-minute show, visitors witness the painter’s artistic
development, from realist landscapes via ‘luminist’ scenes to his
abstract compositions with their distinctive lines and planes.
The audience is seated in a small theatre, with room for circa
45 people. The frame (the carrier) is the empty white canvas,
made up of black-rimmed planes that refer to the layered structure
of his abstract work. The Works presents an extensive selection
of his paintings, in chronological order and at a high resolution.
One after the other or alongside the other, the showcase makes
full use of the 13 available screens.
Sometimes the camera zooms in, while we follow Mondrian
in his search. Longer lines of development are alternated with
small revolutions. By watching the presentation, the connections
become clear: the variation of the 1910s and the concentration of
his later years. The contemporary music that Mondrian liked, from
Ravel to jazz, from Stravinsky to boogie-woogie, accompanies
and underlines the story on the screen. “The music collage is ever
changing, in keeping with the chronology one passes through a
world of form, climbing from the real to the abstract.” [Mondrian]
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NEW YORK
New York city life and Mondrian’s late work – boogie-woogie,
clear lines, yellow, dynamic planes, and his favourite music –
intertwine into one immersive audio-visual spectacle.
In New York, Mondrian, the master, starts afresh. He
gets rid of the black lines and explores new spaces in his
work. He discovers that lines are planes in themselves.
Reinvents himself, focuses on movement. The American
influence becomes clearer: boogie-woogie music, Disney
films, the city that never sleeps. Everything he has created
up until this point comes together. His Victory Boogie Woogie
is never finished.
Visitor are immersed and involved in the artistic
quest from Mondrian’s New York period. Mondrian went
through a theosophical evolution, from reality, via dreams
to spiritualisation.
Tinker imagineers concludes: “We put visitors in a
dreamlike state, to allow them to follow in his footsteps. It’s
not like they ‘become’ Mondrian, but rather that they get to
visit his dreams. They look in on those dreams and see flashes
from the world outside: brief, distorted, and subjective.”
www.mondriaanhuis.nl

/ ABOUT TINKER IMAGINEERS /
Tinker imagineers from Utrecht, Netherlands,
established by Erik Bär and Stan Boshouwers,
is an experience design bureau that
has celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2016.
A team of 40 consultants, designers, producers,
content and multimedia developers realise
musea, visitors centres and experiences for
business and community organisations and
has a broad national and international portfolio.
Currently Tinker imagineers is working on the
Tirpitz Museum in Denmark in collaboration
with BIG Architects.
The Mondrian House in Amersfoort,
Netherlands, has been renovated to coincide
with the 100th anniversary of the De Stijl art
movement. Tinker imagineers created and
produced the multimedia concept and a new
design for the interior, covering everything
from entrance, café, and shop to routing
and atmosphere.
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5. Inspired by the
city of New York
where Mondrian
made a fresh start
8. A musical picture
story that takes the
visitors from his
early landscapes and
colourful seascapes
to the abstract world
he is famous for
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